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Abstract: The impact of radioactivity on the environment and health 

is very overwhelming, until today these continuous radiations affect 

local populations by differential cancers, eye diseases, genetic 

malformations and other rare diseases. Fatal radiation carried by 

sand, water and poisoned air affects local populations directly or 

indirectly. The Analysis of spatial phenomena is effective by the use 

of techniques of geomatics, and that is when the geographical 

problems are quantitative and qualitative, can be easily applied in 

identifying and explaining phenomena. In our case how to make 

knowledge, despite the enormous number of cancer patients, there 

has been practically no geographical discussion on the aggravating 

factors linked to radioactive risks, we have not even spatialized 

radioactive territories in Algeria. The aim of this study is to identify 

carcinogenic sites by the spatialization of radioactivity due to 

nuclear tests in Algeria. 
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I. Introduction  

Since 1960, the radioactivity created by the 4 

atmospheric nuclear tests at Reggane and the 13 

underground tests at In Ekker continues to affect 

the health of the local population in southern 

Algeria [1]. Atmospheric testing has resulted in 

deposition of radioactive particles in the Sahara 

Desert, North Africa and some sub-Saharan 

countries [2]. Since 13 days after the first nuclear 

test (13 February 1960), radioactive fallout reached 

the Spanish coasts. Warm particles were present in 

precipitation and air in southwest Sweden [2, 3]. In 

2010, a radiological analysis carried out by the 

Independent Research and Information 

Commission at the former nuclear test site 

confirmed that the dose rate measured in contact 

with the lava sample was 108 μSv/h.  Lava 

samples are also heavily contaminated with cesium 

137a, transuranian and americium 241 with an 

activity of 760,000 Bq/kg (C137) and 15,100 

Bq/kg (T241) respectively [4]. On the other hand, 

radiation transmitted by sand, air or water has 

caused several forms of cancer, eye disease, 

genetic malformations and other rare diseases. 

In Saharan Algeria, the sand winds blow in all 

directions, which aggravates the risk of radioactive 

material transport. In Ekker, near a tunnel where 

radioactive lava ejected, significant levels of 

radioactive material were measured [5]. In this 

subject Yu Morino and others assert that during the 

fukushema accident precipitation was observed, 

because of the transient cyclone that passed over 

Japan and therefore radioactive materials were 

actually deposited on the ground by wet processes 

[6].The negative effects of radioactivity on health 

it proven. If 1 million people receive (10 

millisievert), the number of radio-induced fatal 

cancers is estimated according to several 

references of 125 fatal cancers [7]. 75 to 175 fatal 

cancers [8]. In addition, 158 to 501 fatal cancers 

[9]. 6,000 fatal cancers [10], 1740 fatal cancers 

[11], 800 fatal cancers [12], 500 fatal cancers [13]. 

1000 fatal cancers [14].The negative impact of 

radioactivity on the environment and health it no 

longer demonstrated. Depleted Uranium was 
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reported as the cause of cancer, leukemia and other 

health effects on troops, local populations, who 

were present at locations where depleted uranium 

(DU) ammunition had been used during conflict 

[15]. Ten years after nuclear testing, there was a 

clear increase in the incidence of thyroid cancer in 

people half a mile from zero soil [16]. The 

International Atomic Energy Agency These 

observations confirmed in report published in 

1999. To our knowledge, in Algeria, there is no 

spatial modeling of radioactive sites due to the 

scarcity of data. Hence the interest of this work 

which aims to identify radioactive sites in the 

south of the country. This identification is of major 

interest, since it will allow researchers to study the 

correlation between the spatial distribution of 

cancers and radioactive sites, on the one hand, and 

the planning of decontamination operations of 

identified sites, on the other. We used the 

techniques of digitization of old and new plans and 

maps in ArcGIS 10.8.1. Similarly, satellite image 

remote sensing techniques based on sentinel-2 

image classification and THR images used. The 

GPS points (ALG-18) that represent collected 

points of radioactive lava and (ALG-4a) that 

represent black fragments of sand fused we used to 

validate the results found. 

I.1. Location of study areas 

Our study area is located in the south of Algeria 

located in the wilaya of Tamanrasset in the east and 

the wilaya of Adrar in the west. The study area 

consists of two sites separated by 573m.

 

Figure 1. Location of study Area  

I.1.1. Atmospheric Nuclear Test Area 

The first is the atmospheric nuclear test area of 

Hammoudia, located about 65 km from the city of 

Reggan in the wilaya of Adrar. In This area, we 

have 04 atmospheric nuclear tests: Gerboise vert, 

Gerboise Bleu, Gerboise Rouge and Gerboise 

Blanc. (Table 01). Figure 2 shows the location of 

these nuclear test sites. 
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Figure 2. Location of Atmospheric nuclear test area 

 

Table 1. Atmospheric nuclear tests conducted at reggane (IAEA, 2005) 

 

I.1.2. Underground Nuclear Test Area

The second study area is the In Ekker area, located 

in the municipality of In Amguel, which is 170 km 

north of the city of Tamanrasset. The mountains of 

Tan Affela witness the underground tests dug in the 

13 galleries (Table 2). Figure 3 shows the location 

of these nuclear test sites.

 Test name Type KT efficiency Axis Dated Hour Address 
        

 Blue jerboa Tower 100m 40<w<80 East 106 ° 13/02/1960 7 :04   Gerboise bleue, 1004 Reggane,RADP 

 Green jerboa Tower, 50m w<10 Westward 240 ° 25/04/1961 
6 :05   Gerboise verte, 1004 Reggane,RADP 

 Red jerboa Tower, 50m W<10 South 190, 210 ° 27/12/1960 
7 :28   Gerboise rouge, 1004 Reggane,RADP 

 White jerboa Area w<10 South 195° 01/04/1960 
6 :15   Gerboise blanche, 1004 Reggane,RADP 
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Figure 3. Location of underground nuclear test area 

 

Table 2. Underground nuclear tests performed in the taourirt tan afella Massif (IAEA, 2005) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

II.Method 

The analysis of territories has undergone a 

significant evolution thanks to geographical 

information systems. GIS is an innovative 

technology that has made it possible to map and 

monitor rapidly changing phenomena on the Earth’s 

surface [17].  Several studies have used GIS to 

analyze and map radioactivity.  

Several researchers to configure the general 

circulation model (EMAC) have used GIS [18]. 

Other researchers used the spline technique to 

estimate the spatial distribution of the air dose rate 

at Fukushima [19].  In this work, GIS used to model 

radioactivity to identify areas of high radioactive 

contamination in Adrar and Tamanraset wilayas. 

Test name Gallery KT efficiency Dated Hour Address 
      

Topaze E 6-1 1 06/15/1964 13 Taourirt Tan Affela 

Corindon E 6-2 4 10/01/1965 
10 Taourirt Tan Affela 

Saphir E 7 115 02/27/1965 
11 :30 Taourirt Tan Affela 

Béryl E2 30 05/01/1965 
10 Taourirt Tan Affela 

Agathe E1 Nord 5 11/07/1961 
11 :30 Taourirt Tan Affela 

Jade E1-3 0.6 05/30/1965 
11 Taourirt Tan Affela 

Opale E1 Sud 4 02/14/1964 
11 Taourirt Tan Affela 

Améthyste E3 bis 0.7 03/03/1963 
10 Taourirt Tan Affela 

Emeraude E3 Sud 15 03/18/1963 
10 Taourirt Tan Affela 

Tourmaline E3 Nord 10 12/01/1965 
10 :30 Taourirt Tan Affela 

Grenat E4-2 Nord 15 02/16/1966 
11 Taourirt Tan Affela 

Turquoise E4 05 11/28/1964 
10 :30 Taourirt Tan Affela 

Rubis E5 60 10/20/1963 
13 Taourirt Tan Affela 
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We began by acquiring the geographic coordinates 

of each nuclear test in order to locate them. Another 

step is the collection of dose rate and radioactivity 

data that were obtained from the SENATE report, 

published by [20], from the IAEA survey published 

in 2005 that cover one. In addition, by Radiological 

analyses of materials taken from the former nuclear 

test site of In Ekker (Algeria) of the Independent 

Research and Information Commission on 

Radioactivity published in 2010. Historical data are 

very important for radioactivity analysis. For this, 

we have collected archives on nuclear tests in 

Algeria. For geographic data, we used Google earth 

satellite imageries collected by SAS Planet and 

Sentinel-2 images acquired by USGS. In order to 

analyze the data we used different tools of the 

ArcGIS 10.8.1 software (Buffer Analysis, Spline 

Interpolation, Maximum likelihood classification, 

Unassisted Iso cluster classification) for spatial 

identification of radioactive sites respectively for 

(Fireball, Iso doses, radioactive lava, black checked 

sands) Figure 4 outlines the approach:

 

 

Figure 4.An outline of our research steps 

III.Results 

III.1. Identification of radioactive sites due to 

Atmospheric nuclear tests 

III.1.1. Fireball radius 

The power of nuclear explosions is very difficult to 

evaluate, even under very controlled experimental 

conditions, several researchers try to estimate the 

calculation of the explosion rays. In our case, we 

choose the method of «Geoffrey Ingram Taylor», 

based on a simple dimensional analysis, According 

to Taylor, the maximum size of the nuclear fireball 

and the damage to the ground depends on the height 

of the detonation. When the fire hits the ground, the 

amount of radioactive fallout increases 

considerably. Everything inside the fireball it 

effectively vaporized [21].   

R= c (
𝑬× 𝒕 𝟐

𝛒
) 1/5 

In which 

R the radius of the explosion. 

E  the energy of the explosion. 

t the time after the detonation. 

ρ  air density. 

c speed of light in vacuum. 
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According to Taylor for 22 kilotons of TNT the 

radius is calculated at 140 meters, by applying the 

rule of three, It is estimated that at time t = 0.025 s. 

Taking ρ to 1 kg/ m3 and solving E. This very 

simple calculation is in agreement with the official 

efficiency value of the bomb to within 35% (70 

kilotons of TNT, or 2.9288 10 + 14 J). The blast 

radius was 445.46 meters. According to Alex 

Wellerstein simulation method based on the 

formulas of Samuel Glasstone and Philip J. Dolan 

(1977), the radius is 430 meters. After the 

calculation of the indicators, we used a spatial 

analysis tool (Buffer spatial analysis) to map the 

results. The neighborhood radius R, which is the 

buffer distance (width), is the primary indicator of 

the run buffer and can be a constant or variable 

[22].

 

Figure 5. Fireball radius of blue jerboa

 

III.1.2. Black fragments of vitrified sand in Hammoudia 

According to the International Atomic Energy 

Agency report, all the Reggane sites are 

contaminated. Most of the contamination lies in the 

black fragments of vitrified sand it is the result of 

fusion now of the explosion (Figure 06).
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Figure 6. Photo of black fragments of vitrified sand in Hammoudia (IAEA, 2005)

 

On the other hand, from the first visualization of 

satellite imagery a clear difference appeared 

between the Hammoudia area and the other areas. 

Between yellow and black sand spots, a “leopard 

skin” effect has been created [2]. We used 10 

classes for the classification of non-assisted ISO 

clusters on Sentinel-2 ; subsequently the technique 

of photo interpretation of satellite imagery to 

delineated and calculated the area of black 

fragments of vitrified sand in the Hamoudia area. 

After the validation of the classification by the 

points collected by IAEA we found and 421,679 

entities of fragments with an area that equals 

4814.58.km2.

 

Figure 7. Black fragments of vitrified sand in Hammoudia
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III.1.3. Simulation mapping of estimated fallout 

Curves at total dose for a surface gust of 70  

kilotons with a wind of 15 mph

We used the simulation of Alexe Welerstrine 

(NucMap) to map the contour of the fallout for 1, 

10, 100, 1000 rads per hour respectively an 

Approximate Area affected by (3,730 km², 1,770 

km², 539 km², and 27.3 km²) with a maximum 

width of (22.8 km, 14.7 km, 6.64 km, and 2.03 km). 

For this performance, the radiation contour of cloud 

fallout with mapped according to the different wind 

directions.

 

 

Figure 8. fallout estimated at the total dose for a surface gust of 70 kilotons of TNT 

III.2 Identification of radioactive sites due to 

underground nuclear tests

III.2.1. Delimitation of radioactive lava 

The sampling of the points by Global Positioning 

System and a method used for the validation of a 

classification, in our case we started with the 

location of the validation points collected by the 

IAEA in the lavas of In Ekker, then we start with 

the photo-identification of lava to create the spectral 

signature. To make a classification of maximum 

likelihood. The total area of radioactive lava is 

5.655958.km2. 
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Figure 9. Photo of radioactive lava (CRIIRAD, 2010) 

 

Figure 10. radioactive lav
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IV- Discussions  

IV.1. Mapping for 238U and 232Th flows of 

geoneutrinos from natural and artificial decay 

The radioelements include the parent nuclides of 

the three radioactive families 235U, 238U and 232T 

exist in the earth's crust [23]. The results of the 

World Geoneutrino Flux Map of the 238U and 

232Th natural decays in the Earth’s crust and 

mantle as well as the geoneutrinos emitted by 

artificial power reactors worldwide. Shows that 

Algeria it classified in the second rank of 

radioactivity (108.7 and 10 8.6 νe/cm/s) the color 

just dark towards the south of Algeria is yet we do 

not have the nuclear reactors, which means another 

explanation that assures our study. 

Using the Arc GIS 10.8 geo-referencing tools, we 

scanned the AGM2015 image. We then digitized 

the classes according to the 04 levels of gluers. For 

the analysis of the spatial distribution of Uranuim 

238 and Thorium 232 we used the method of 

discretization into equal amplitudes classes is very 

simple. First, we have to measure the range of the 

series, then we have to determine the number of 

classes we want in our case, we used four classes. 

For this, we used a single data source for the 

mapping presentation. Four classes, which vary 

between 108.7 and 108.6, represented by a color 

degradation map. Alternatively, the darkest color 

represents the first class with a higher U 238. The 

first class with an area of 761, 1201.4611 Km2 with 

a percentage of 32.95%, while the second class 

occupies 729,340.6921 km2 with 31.57%.  Class 

three with a 721512, 149km2 with 31.23% and the 

last with 97732, 12161 km2 with 4.23%. According 

to the Independent Research and Information 

Commission on Radioactivity, samples taken at the 

level of the area contaminated by Beryl fire in areas 

with a clear gamma radiation flux in contact, with 

the ground higher than the natural level. 

 

Figure 11. radioactive lava 

IV.2. Fallout dose estimation

Studies of the most contaminated regions in the 

most affected countries indicate a relationship 

between thyroid cancer and radioactive fallout [24]. 

For the mapping of nuclear dosimetry in mSv we 

collected dosimetric sampling information from the 

International Atomic Energy Agency and other 

sources, then we located point by point to make a 

spline interpolation. On the other hand, the analysis 

of key components used to analyze the structure of 

statistical data through correlations between 

variables and the identification of factor axes [25].
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Figure 12. Fallout dose estimation 

V. Conclusion 

This article carried out to identify radioactive sites 

that are carcinogenic for the local population of 

southern Algeria by using geomatics tools to 

analyze geographic information. According to the 

interpretation of the latest satellite images collected 

in 2020, the lava and vitrified sands are still in situ; 

the total area calculated at high risk of radioactivity 

equals 4840.44 km2. However, according to Alex 

Welerstrine's model, the nuclear fallout covers an 

area of 3,730 km2 and we found in the same area a 

coverage of 4,814.58 km2 with a tolerance of 

29.07%. For the radius of the fireball, we found a 

radius of 445 m according to the Taylor method and 

430 by the Welerstrine’s model and therefore a 

tolerance of 3.3%. Our result facilitates national 

and international decision-makers rapid 

intervention for the decontamination of 

carcinogenic sites at the earliest. 

VI. Recommendations 

This study wishes to recommend strengthening the 

scientific media on the issue of nuclear explosions 

in order to clean up contaminated areas of radiation 

and spread nuclear awareness and culture for the 

peoples. 
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